Introduction To Air Ambulance Plans Offered by The Flying Doctors Nigeria

Let us help with your aeromedical evacuation services: www.flyingdoctorsnigeria.com
Flying Doctors Nigeria to you and what we do. We are the leading Nigerian air ambulance service provider, first of its kind, and West Africa's first indigenous air ambulance service, offering national and international evacuation services.

In addition, we offer medical assistance services, remote site healthcare management, medical procurement, a nationwide network of ground ambulances, and first aid/advanced life support training.

For more information about these services please contact us at:
www.flyingdoctorsnigeria.com
We have two air ambulance/medevac plans:

1. Pay-As-You-Go Medevac Plan

This plan which is $215/person/year. This gives you a guaranteed response in an emergency. Also, it takes away the inconvenience of making payment before air ambulance can be deployed for medical evacuation.

We are able to respond within the agreed time. This plan requires a call-out charge to be paid for every evacuation which will be payable after the operation (within the agreed payment time).

To understand more about the solutions we can offer your company, please contact us at www.flyingdoctorsnigeria.com
2. Flying Doctors Medevac Cover Plan

This plan covers emergency medical evacuation and hospitalization of every member under this plan. Cost per person per year is TBA.

International medical transfer and treatment are also covered.

We all hope never to be in life and death situations, but life happens and it helps to be prepared if these situations do occur.

To understand more about the solutions we can offer your company, please contact us at www.flyingdoctorsnigeria.com